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Engaged Citizens of Burlington

Planning & Development 

Statutory Public  Meeting

February 27, 2018 

The ECoB Story

Engaged Citizens of Burlington is a not for profit group of citizens that 
have come together in the common belief that they can affect their city 
in a positive way.

Through our online and community presence we help build awareness 
on issues important to Burlington residents and the community as a 
whole. 

We are a diverse group of residents, business people and professional 
experts who only want the best for Burlington.
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Delegation Overview

• ECoB Requests

• Public Engagement 

• Better Planning / Smart Growth

• Vision for Downtown

ECoB Request

• Official Plan = Election Issue
• Complete the supporting plans – Transit, Mobility, 

Transportation
• Align with Halton Regional Plan 2019
• Prepare a City overlay of Land Use designation; how are 

these allocations being audited?; 50% Rural is a Provincial 
Mandate

• Before approval prepare a 3D digital or physical model of the 
Downtown Urban Growth Centre / Downtown Precinct

• Peer review on Downtown Urban Centre
• Restore Downtown Urban Growth Boundaries
• Work with Provincial Representatives to ensure growth 

targets are not excessive to current intensification targets
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ECoB Request cont.

• Mandatory character study for St. Luke’s & Emerald Precinct 
before semi-detached dwellings are approved in OP

• Provide a legend that clearly aligns with the Downtown Core 
colour assignment and max OP heights, with S.37 
considerations – how will this be enforced following 
precedent setting heights

• Increase minimum uses for tall buildings to three (residential, 
professional & commercial)

• Increase the 45 angle to the same side of Brant St. to retain 
the open view corridor 

• Consider the microclimates being created when height is 
forced to John St./Locust St. (Bates Precinct SPA), wind 
tunnels will make this a commercially unattractive corridor

• Improve new growth opportunities to take pressure off core

Public Engagement

The City's Engagement Charter process for the new OP did inform but 
barely entered the consultation stage and left the final three stages of 
untouched. Will you pledge to actually follow the Charter as further OP 
amendments are brought forward?
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Public Engagement

Vision – Much has changed since Core Commitment, we 
need a new vision for 2018 and beyond. 

We must redefine our growth plan and priorities within 
balanced intensification.

• How did we get here? Did Council in October 2006 
envision at that time all of the tall buildings that will 
soon transform lower Brant and adjacent Streets 
(Taylor, Dennison, Craven)

• How can an OP in the works for 6 years, bring and 
rush a Downtown Precinct Plan only months before 
expected approval? This is NOT public engagement.

Public Engagement

Citizens are using independent Change.org  petitions to ask 
Council and Planning to LISTEN. 
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Grow Bold Survey

Are these Survey questions biased or leading? 
Why does the draft OP offer the opposite of the 
public feedback?

Grow Bold Survey
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Public Engagement

Is this transparent public engagement?

Are City renderings accurate?

Are we being misled?

Our Official Plan?
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Land Use Designation

• 50% of the Rural Land in Burlington is protected through the NEC and 
Provincial Mandate. 

• Of the 5% growth, how will be located within Mobility Hubs?
• Can the designations provide for further emphasis on green space and land 

use planning and the essential need for smart community advancement? 
Are we stuck in the past?

Land Use Designation
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Brant St. Character

As cities work hard to evolve their perspective on the role of streets as public places in 
smarter city-making, remember this: Good cities know that streets move people, not just 

cars. Great cities know that streets are places to linger and enjoy.

Brant St. Character
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Brant Street Character

Planning Successes

Better Planning includes a complete plan and vision for 
Downtown – We need a complete plan. 
Waterfront & Main St. Restaurants; Open air activities: (yoga/fitness, commercial promotion 
events, street runs/marathons, appreciation days, Holiday events); Innovation area; 

Existing community market; Focused and planned construction development
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Ladysmith, BC

Granville Isl, BC
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Robson St, BC

Port Credit, On
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Paris, On

Barrie,On
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Barrie, On

‐protect waterfront access

‐prevent microclimate

‐prevent adverse tall buildings

‐tall buildings = <3 storeys 

Character = Vibrancy

In The Death and Life of Great American Cities, written in 1961, Jane Jacobs observed, “Cities need 
old buildings so badly it is probably impossible for vigorous streets and districts to grow without them.”

Older, Smaller, Better: Measuring How the Character of Buildings and Blocks Influences Urban Vitality, 
a new report from Preservation Green Lab, validates Jacobs' long-respected, but largely untested 
hypothesis -- that neighborhoods containing a mix of older, smaller buildings of different ages support 

greater levels of positive economic and social activity than areas dominated by newer, larger buildings.

What Your City Can Do
Fit new and old together at a human scale.

Support neighborhood evolution, not revolution.

Make room for the new and local economy.

Make it easier to reuse small buildings.
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Character Study

The character of Brant St. is identified in the 
Grow Bold as having character, how can we 
move towards approving an OP with this not 
defined?

The character study approach that was used for 
Roseland & Indian Point is requested for 
Emerald & St. Luke’s defined precincts. This will 
manage compatibility with future development.  

Peer Review
Ken Greenberg was asked to participate in a Peer Review by the City of Vancouver as part its Downtown
Capacity and View Corridors Study in 2009. The study was intended to review the adopted heights limits and view
corridors in the city's regulatory framework and recommend changes, if appropriate, to identify possible modifications while still
achieving the public objectives underlying the current height and view corridor policies. things have now reached a point where there
is a risk of having this vital connection obscured in the next stage of the city's evolution. This was seen as a critical time to take stock
and redefine the approach taking into consideration what has already occurred and what is to come in shaping the form of the city
within its extraordinary natural setting.
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IAP2Spectrum of Public 
Participation –WITH ECoB


